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Baker and Confectioner: You have at least 1,5 years of work experience from bakery or confectionery and have  
completed Sfi C. You will study Sfi D – SVA G, a course in hygiene regulations, and train in a bakery under supervision.

Bus Driver: You have completed Sfi C, you have a Swedish driver’s license B, and you are 23 years old or older. You 
will study professional Swedish at Sfi D/SVA G level. Work guaranteed after completion of the bus driver’s course.

Economist Lawyer Social Scientists: You have a degree in one of these fields and knowledge of English  
equivalent to English 6. You will study Swedish intensively, Sfi C-SVA 3, and Swedish for professionals.  
You will have access to a mentoring program. 

Entrepreneur: You are interested in entrepreneurship and are used to studying at a relatively fast pace.  
You will study Swedish Sfi C-SVA G and professional Swedish, learn about Swedish society and entrepreneurship 
and do project work. 

Construction Worker, Painter, Welder, Electrician, Tiler and Car Mechanic: You have at least two years of work 
experience in your trade and have completed Sfi C. You will study Sfi D-SVA G, vocational Swedish, validate your 
skills, acquire necessary certificates and train at a work place to get practical experience. 

Engineer and Architect: You have a degree in engineering and speak English. You will study Swedish intensively, 
Sfi C-SVA 3 and professional Swedish. You will also take courses at KTH and you will have access to a mentoring 
program.

IT Programmer: You have a degree or certificate in programming and speak English. You will study professional 
Swedish intensively, Sfi C-SVA 3, as well as programming and certificates.

Lorry Driver: You have at least one year’s experience of driving heavy vehicles; you have a Swedish driver´s  
license B and have completed Sfi C. You will get vocational Swedish, courses and training to obtain driver´s  
license C, a fork lift license and CPC. 

Teacher: You have a teaching degree, or a degree in at least one school subject, and English language skills  
equivalent to English 4. You will study Swedish intensively, Sfi C-SVA 3, professional Swedish and field work.

Medical Staff: You have an academic degree and authorization in a medical profession (doctor, dentist, nurse, 
physiotherapist or pharmacist). You will study Swedish intensively, Sfi C-SVA 3 and professional Swedish.


